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j With the First Nighters
1 , THE WOLF.

Bf It matters very little whether Eugene Walter
lfflj believed, in calling "The Wolf" a melodrama, ho
llflg was but 'anticipating the reception of his play by

ill thoatre-goor- s and its ultimate classification by

llflf professional reviewers, or whether he conceived
IJBPL the story and worked out its action with the idea
H HI that he was really wilting nothing more or less

I If than an unusually strong melodrama, for "The

I B Wolf" will never bo leckoned of in the generally

I accepted sense of that term.II It is a chapter from the lives of a half dozen
H i men and women of the Hudson Bay country in
H 1 the north and in its action of les3 than twenty
H hours there is a force and compelling power, a

H I rough, quick rush to the heart of primitive emo--

B tions that lays bare tho pulsing, throbbing lives
H 1 of strong men and sets rugged natures clashing
H I with a ferocity and cunning that grips and holds
HI ft the attention irresistibly it is one of the most
Hi 1 virile and realistically human dramas written in
Hj j ears, and in its production at the Theatre this
H B last half of the week we have had a second big
H B lay within ten days by an author practically un--

ft known in the west.
HfjJ Mr. Walter is the author of both "Paid In
Hip Full" and "The Wolf." The former came with
m very little known of its story or the members

HI of its company. "The Wolt" opened Thursday
H evening under almost identical circumstances,
B and as Mr. Walter's first play proved a revelation
M in strength and naturalness, "The Wolf" even

g more fully demonstrates that the young author
H has secured an insight into the every day lives
B of men and women that will make him in the
H next few years one of the greatest American play- -

B wrights.
H "The Wolf" is such a story as Rex Beach has
H written of the men and women of Alaska. Sex
H , is Its theme and its action is the drawing to
Hl safety of , brand dangerously near the fire. Mac- -

H Donald, an American engineer, is running a rail- -

H road survey through the rough, unbroken Hudson
H Bay country. More than one wretched woman
Hf awaits his return to the States and in the wil- -

of the North he seeks to add
to his list in Hilda MacTavish, daughterSderness settler whose harshness had driven

mother yeai'3 before to an elopement
B with an engineer of MacDonald's stamp and ulti- -

j mately to her death. Jules BeaubienTa young
H French Canadian, crosses MacDonald in his ef--

W forts and the rushing vortex of action through
' the twenty hours of events in the play centers

H a'lout these two men, MacDonald bent on the r"
K ntion of Hilda and Jules fighting for her with
W the knowledge that the girl's mother was his
B sister, that MacTIvish drove her from his cabin
H by his cruelty, and that MacDonald was the young
H engineer who, years before, while running pre- -

H liminary lines through the country, has ruined
H and deserted her. It is difficult to put more of
m the story of "The Wolf" in type, so essential to its
H appreciation and force is the interpretation of its

BH six characters and the atmosphere secured in
BPJ its staging. Through three acts and two scones

HB it runs swiftly and surely to a denouement that
H is all powerful.
H Mr. Andrew Robson as Jules Beaubein, Mr.

Bfl Alfred Swenson as MacDonald, Mr. Haines as
H the assistant engineer, Ben Lamar as MacTIvish
H the Scotch settler, Lorle I 'aimer as Hilda and

BH Conrad Cantzen as B'Atiste, a Nomad of the Hiud--

H son Bav country, present the play and but this
H can be said of each, that as a whole they form a

Bj most capable and splendidly balanced company.
HHj The B'Atiste of Mr. Cantzen is a most remarkable
HH character study, and the same is equally true of

HB Mr Robson's Beaubien. Both roles are very dial- -
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Hall McAllister, One of the Headlines at the Orphcum Next Week.

Colonial Tlbeatreilr
MR. WILLARD MACK
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Supported by

MISS BLANCHE DOUGLAS
And Associate Players Present

DAVID BELASCO'S GREATEST SUCCESS

THE GIRL
OF THE

GOLDEN WEST
TWO YEARS AT THE BELASCO THEATER, NEW YORK

THE GREATEST SHOW EVER BROUGHT TO SALT LAKE

. AMERICA'S BEST PLAY

Owing to the magnitude of this performance, the curtain will rise at 8.oo sharp. Matinees at 2:00 sharp

PRICES, 1.00, 75c, 50c, 25c. JVIATINEES Wednesday and Saturday, 50c, 25c
'I


